Sound Bites in front of the Abyss of God’s Wrath

#1 – God’s Mercy, an Opportunity for Moslems? 12-7-2016
Recently, I sent letters to two influential TV preachers to consider a golden opportunity linked
to a huge international Moslem refugee problem. I pointed out that now is the time to
evangelize an Islamic society uprooted from their homes, being transferred to Europe and
camps not controlled by ISIS. Instead, I got an answer from the Lord in a dream.
I was in a crowded room full of people each in little circles talking intensely to one other. I
got up on a chair and emotionally waved my hand screaming, “Pay attention!” to no avail.
There was no reaction. No one looked my way. I got down to the next five ladies talking to
each other and urged them to listen. No reaction. They kept talking and totally ignored me.
It was like visiting a turkey-ranch at feeding time. Try it, not a dream.
This generation of kids cannot read anymore, thus I wrote a number of short goodbye
Pearlettes reporting on “This and That” waking up 2 am in the morning, which changed my
perspective. As long I have breath in my bones and the web is still is around, I should put a
few more Sound Bites of Warning on the Internet not controlled by the government.
Possibly some true Christians will cause an echo somewhere and copy this information to
pass it to a friend and save some from God’s Wrath to find eternal-Life.
To find out how late the hour is on the World Cuckoo Clock, which was first published ten
years ago in Babushka egg concept book #1 From Eden to New Jerusalem – God’s Plan
for Mankind, is now confirmed on many YouTube videos. Recent history reported that
35,000 Protestant Christians in Mexico were forced from their homes being persecuted by
a Catholic mob to rob and plunder their neighbors and murdered many. This story has been
duplicated multiple times in Africa, India, China and Islamic countries not publicly aired on
your local TV. In my generation the official German army committed massive genocide,
killing systematically every Jew rounded up throughout conquered Europe. Like in Kiev
they lined up 35,000 men, women and children and shot them in two days. A grandmother
took a child and hid in the cemetery to become a witness. That was repeated in every town
now seen on TV. The America shadow government will do the same as shown on some
YouTube videos. Check it out. Since the Middle Ages, the popes have been Jesuits, which
is a Vatican organization of death and torture. They left their fingerprints worldwide killing
Christians in every century. Now it is getting worse in trying to marry an Islamic-satanic
religion of absolute evil will be joint to a Catholic Christianity to control worldwide every
government. For an example, the Israel Knesset, controlled by Vatican global bankers,
again is deciding to destroy a number of Jewish towns with 30,000 settlers to be bulldozed
over, thus repeating a Satan-inspired event of political disaster not having learned what many
Torah-Bible prophets foretold of Jacob’s Trouble now at the front door. Pearl #120
God's Apocalypse schedule in Daniel and Revelation is fixed like a train or airplane
schedule, but the Creator pilot can slow down to allow mercy linked to love for his creation
to be revealed like Nineveh to understand the overlay story. Why are there millions of
Islam refugees evicted from their homes? To give some Moslems brainwashed in a satanic
Koran religion a chance to hear the Yeshua Gospel? Predestination dates in a Daleth
dimension cannot be changed, as the Creator is sovereign. Thus, he must shorten the time at
the end-station to arrive on time, {Time+Season (Dan. 7:12 & Rev. 20:5) =Shavuot 20185778?} dated10 years ago by a Jonah-II, an instrument maker who designed a World
Cuckoo Clock to date the birth pangs of the grand apocalypse Chet Age. The dated God’s
Plan for Mankind is explained in 14 Babushka eggs and various Pearls. When Jonah-II’s
front page website was corrected with a different Apocalypse date within 7000 Hebrew
years, it should not to be construed as - no one knows the time - to denigrate God to a mortal
level. But recheck this new calculation of an earth axis wobble calendar math: it is always
Solstice, still 2017- 5778, and tell a friend the Good NEWS extended to get Eternal Life.
www.apocalypse2008-2015.com

